
  

Head Teacher’s Report to Governors 8th December 2016 
 
We’ve enjoyed a fabulous start to the academic year of 2016/17. St Aloysius Federation of Schools continue to                  
go from strength to strength. The quality of the leadership, teaching and learning, behaviour and outcomes are                 
first rate. It is a joy to work in Hebburn in such a supportive and professionally challenging environment with                   
such a strong community. I know how lucky I am to lead St Aloysius with the excellence of the staff team, the                      
supportive nature of the parents, the level of friendship and rigour from the governors and working each day                  
with our amazing children.  
 
The challenges and opportunities which we have faced already and will face over the coming months will be                  
great and I know that our children and staff will excel and be supported to an outstanding level. We have a                     
number of key priorities this year: one of them is to ensure that the children present themselves and their                   
academic work as well as they can. As our school prayer says, we want the pupils “to be the best they can be.”                       
If they do this, they will make us proud. Having pride is vitally important and we want them to achieve as well                      
as they can because they have a very exciting future ahead of them.  

 
The most satisfying outcomes are seen through talking to children, looking in their books and observing them                 
at play and work. Whether they are taking small steps or huge strides we are proud of all of our learners and                      
the achievements which they have made. We have a couple of secrets of success at St Aloysius which help the                    
children to develop resilience as learners and make the best possible progress. We regularly talk to the children                  
about being the best they can be (working hard), having a good sense of fun and having a big aspiration.                    
Having a dream spurs them on in school. Earlier this term, our reception children were doing some creative                  
work about space and one of the children said they wanted to be an astronaut, another said they wanted to                    
design computers and one of our Y6 pupils recently told me he wanted to be the Prime Minister. I say, why                     
not? The people of Hebburn can and should do these jobs. Let’s aim high for our children.  
 
As a school we are really pleased with our results and the quality of our school. I firmly believe we are Outstanding                      
in both schools - this comes with a great sense of pride. However ‘outstanding’ doesn’t mean that we are perfect                    
and now we must maintain the first rate provision and build upon the strong foundations. Our schools continue to                   
evolve and develop and I am really pleased with the way in which we are improving St Aloysius’.  
 
This term, many classes have already enjoyed visits or visitors into school. In the last few weeks, in our Junior                    
School, Year 5 and 6 pupils have enjoyed a fantastic day finding out about the English justice system because we                    
invited magistrates into school – this was used as the stimulus for some excellent work but it also was a great                     
thought provoking day about the law and right and wrong. Our Y6 children have recently returned from Beamish to                   
support their History work, whilst they were fascinated by the way things used to be, I think they are grateful they                     
haven’t got the threat of the cane (for major or minor offences). As well as this, most of our Year 4 pupils have                       
enjoyed a two night residential to Berwick, I attended the residential and the memories of an amazing trip will stay                    
with me for ever. Athletes across the school have just participated in a number of region wide athletics meetings                   
and won a record number of medals. Many of our children were crowned the fastest children in their age bands and                     
we won most of the team medals. In our Infant School, Year 2 have enjoyed a trip to the beach and more recently                       
the Castle Keep in Newcastle as part of their topic work. Our Early Years team have worked so hard to develop the                      
outside areas and have recently enjoyed a bonfire extravaganza where there was a fantastic supportive turnout of                 
children, parents (and governors). Year 1 have completed some art work in a variety of locations and the some of                    
our younger children have recently returned from trips to the local environment (the local library and St Aloysius                  
Church). Activities and events like this make school an exciting place for the pupils and staff.  
 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Catholic Life of the school, RE and Collective                    
Worship. To provide you with an overview of our characteristics and to give you a judgement on how well the                    
children are doing across both schools. 
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1. The Catholic Life of St Aloysius’, Religious Education and Collective Worship.  
Over the last term both schools have enjoyed a number of opportunities to develop their spiritual sense of                  
Christian purpose and understanding of other world faiths. Our Prayer Room is used on a daily basis for either                   
prayer, counselling sessions or small group personal and social sessions with children. As well as this, this                 
term myself and the leadership team completed a work and planning scrutiny on all the RE books across the                   
school. In summary we highlighted that the quality of the RE curriculum and quality in the books was                  
excellent in every year group. There were many pockets of excellence. Particular strengths include a               
systematic approach to the subject, a creative way of teaching the content of RE; excellent progress since the                  
start of the year and highly effective marking and feedback to the children. Areas to improve include                 
continuing to develop common strategies across both schools including the challenge for the most able. 

● Gospel values underpin everything that we do. In both schools a prayer area is positioned at the                 
entrance of the school and strategically placed in all classrooms.   

● St. Aloysius’ is a prayerful, reflective community. The quality of liturgies is consistently outstanding.              
This term the outstanding liturgies include Y6 and Reception (Welcome to the School Liturgy); Y1               
(Remembrance) and Y4 (Reconciliation) . This term the School Council are organising shoe boxes to               
send to Eastern Europe. We sent approximately 100 shoe boxes over the two schools.  

● Links with the parish community remain strong. This year the Sacramental programme takes place in               
Year 4 and this we have approximately 42 children making the Sacrament of Reconciliation and               
Eucharist this year.  

● Fr Dave (what a fabulous addition to our school) has led two half Federation Mass and year group                  
masses for Y3, Y2 and Y5. The year group masses take part in the now larger School Hall. The range                    
and quality of the masses are first rate, they are beautiful, prayerful occasions. We are grateful to Fr                  
Dave for his commitment to our school and children.  

● The quality of Collective Worship is outstanding particularly in its engagement of pupils. This year we                
have developed the liturgies and now they are a first rate feature of the school.  

The Overall Effectiveness of St Aloysius’ for Catholic Life, Religious Education and Collective Worship is               
improving in both schools. RE was graded good in the Diocesan Inspection in March 2014, Collective Worship                 
outstanding and Catholic Life also grade 1. We are grade 1 in all aspects now. 
 
Start of 2016/17 Progress information: 
Very rapid progress has been made in addressing issues from the last HT report (July 2016). 

● Excellent progress is demonstrated in all areas of school life.  
● Consistently high standards and achievement for all groups of pupils. Consistently high progress             

measures for all groups identified as disadvantaged. All pupils receiving consistently outstanding            
teaching, it has improved rapidly.  

● Exciting curriculum for our pupils and the essential aspects of the learning including grammar,              
punctuation, spelling and basic rules of number are taught very well. 

● Leadership is outstanding with excellent middle leaders driving improvements and ambitious           
leadership from senior leaders. New, forward thinking middle leaders appointed to roles, succession             
planning is very strong. 

● Behaviour - consistently outstanding. The school is a highly cohesive learning community and             
behaviour inside and outside lessons is excellent. There is a very positive climate of achievement. 

● Pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is outstanding. Significantly improved           
learning environment with exciting developments in 2016/17. 

● Unique opportunities for our pupils to excel (residential programme for Y4-Y6, musical opportunities             
from our choirs and dancers, unique sporting success). 

● The overall effectiveness of St Aloysius is outstanding and has rapidly improved. It is outstanding in                
all phases of the school.  

 
Attendance 
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Headline attendance figures in both schools are consistently better than national figures. We have worked very hard                 
to improve attendance which is above average in both schools. The proportion of pupils who are persistently absent                  
is declining due to the high level of support provided for vulnerable pupils and their families.  

Junior School 
Attendance Pattern  

2013/14 
 

2014/15 
 

2015/16 
 

2016/17 
(so far) 

Attendance   96.55 96.07 96.77 96.59 
Authorised Absence  2.85 3.35 2.75 2.94 
Unauthorised absence  0.59 0.57 0.49 0.47 

 
Infant School  
Attendance Pattern  

2013/14 
 

2014/15         2015/16 2016/17 
(so far) 

Attendance  95.98         95.43 96.29 97.26 
Authorised Absence   3.07         3.68   2.79 1.72 
Unauthorised absence   0.94         0.88   0.92 1.03 

Nursery attendance is now also tracked.  The current total attendance in Nursery is 93.01%. 
2. Outcomes: how well are pupils doing? 
In depth analysis was provided to governors in the first Curriculum meeting of the academic year.  
Early Years Foundation Stage 
● Early Reception class assessments show low attainment (standards) upon entry for many pupils. This              

means that many of the children who enter our Nursery and then Reception are operating well below age                  
expected levels.  

● An analysis of data at the end of Reception Class from 2016 showed that children get off to a good start                     
and they progress to an outstanding level. A rising number of pupils in Reception have attained a Good                  
Level of Development (more than the national average). Pupils in Early Years are receiving first rate                
teaching.  

● Overall, the quality of the Early Years at St Aloysius is outstanding. 
Key Stage 1 

● End of KS1 attainment is broadly average over time and moving to above average.  
● This represents outstanding progress.  
● We are developing the breadth of the KS1 curriculum: with a maintaining focus on developing the                

levels of challenge in the Topic work so that cross curricular writing in Topic/ Science books reflects                 
the quality of the Literacy books. As well as this we are developing the accuracy of the children’s                  
spelling ability. 

● Overall the achievement throughout KS1 is grade 1. Current work shows that work in Year 2 and Year                  
1 is outstanding.  

Key Stage 2 
● Attainment at KS2 is improving over time and is now consistently above average.  
● KS2 outcomes for pupils are outstanding. Since 2013 the attainment for pupils has been improving               

rapidly, it is again above the national average in reading, writing, spelling and mathematics.  
● Progress across the school for all groups of pupils is outstanding. Pupils’ books demonstrate rapid               

improvements over time. 
● From their starting points, pupils who have special educational needs make strong and sustained              

progress because of the excellent support they receive from staff. The school’s work to the close the                 
gaps between disadvantaged pupils and their peers is highly effective. As a result, these pupils perform                
at least as well as other pupils nationally in all subjects. They do perform lower than their peers in                   
school slightly in Reading. However they perform at a similar level in Writing and GPS. It is not a                   
particular trend. A significant number of Pupil Premium Pupils are low attaining SEN pupils too. 

What is the achievement overall like? 
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● The achievement of pupils is outstanding overall in the Junior School and in the Infant School                
confidently grade 1. Lesson observations, talking to pupils about their learning, data analysis in all               
year groups and evidence of work in books confirm this. 

● Throughout the Federation, pupils make very strong progress from their starting points which are              
generally below what is expected for their age. Some children have poorly developed language and               
communication skills when they join the Early Years Foundation Stage.  

● Infants achievement has moved to outstanding when more pupils attain the high levels at the end of                 
KS1.  

● Standards at the end of KS2 are excellent and above average.  
 

 
2017 PREDICTIONS AND TARGETS 

PROPORTIONS OF PUPILS EXPECTED TO REACH THE NATIONAL STANDARD 
 

End of Year 2 
 PREDICTIONS 

Based on end of Year 1 summer 
term 2015 assessments 

TARGETS 

Reading 85% 87% 

Writing 85% 87% 

Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling 85% 85% 

Mathematics 87% 90% 

End of Year 6 
 PREDICTIONS 

Based on end of Year 5 
summer term 2015 

assessments 

TARGETS 

Reading 90% 90% 

Writing 90% 93% 

Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling 90% 93% 

Mathematics 90% 90% 

   

% achieving the national standard in reading, 
writing and mathematics combined 

85% 90% 

 
▪ We are predicting a further year of raising standards at the end of EYFS, KS1 and KS2.  
▪ All staff have supportive but challenging pupil achievement performance management targets.  
▪ The targets are based upon the end of Year summer term assessments and are aspirational and                

achievable. 
▪ We are confident of success with the challenging target as a result of the outstanding teaching and                 

excellent work ethic and behaviour of our puppies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. The quality of teaching 
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● Since September there have been a variety of monitoring and evaluation activities including             
(one lesson observation per member of Infant and Junior staff, data analysis of the end of                
2015/16 assessment and work and planning scrutiny of RE, English, Maths, Topic and Science              
books. In all classes the quality of observed teaching was outstanding.  

● Kathryn Fenwick (our Deputy head) will provide a summary of this in the governors meeting. 
 
School Self Evaluation: 
Infants: 

Grade  
Overall Effectiveness of the school: 1 Outstanding  
Achievement of the Pupils 1 Outstanding  
Quality of teaching 1 Outstanding  
Behaviour and Safety 1 Outstanding 
Leadership and management 1 Outstanding 
 
Juniors: 

Grade  
Overall Effectiveness of the school: 1 Outstanding 
Achievement of the Pupils 1 Outstanding 
Quality of teaching 1 Outstanding 
Behaviour and Safety 1 Outstanding 
Leadership and management 1 Outstanding 
 
4. The quality of leadership 

● We have a culture of high expectation and ambition. No child is left behind. 
● The senior team and other middle leaders are highly focused on improving teaching and outcomes. We                

are confident that we have a very accurate view of the performance of the school. One of the keys to                    
the success of the school is the speed at which any area of relative underperformance is tackled, for                  
example: a rapid and effective overhaul of the reading curriculum, investment in books, changes in               
teaching and an increase in time spent reading with pupils have led to sustained improvements in                
outcomes. 

● We are now a National Support School and I am a National Leader of Education. This means that I                   
went through an application and qualification period. There are currently 800 outstanding Head             
teachers doing this role and the intention is the development of school system leadership. Education               
has changed beyond recognition in the last few years. Local Authorities are finding it much harder to                 
support schools as a result of dramatic cuts to their funding. The government's vision is for school’s to                  
lead the support and challenge for other schools. I am determined that St Aloysius will be at the                  
forefront of this change. I believe we must be an outward looking community. 

 
5. School System Leadership 
System leaders care about, and work for, the success of all children, not just those in their own school 
● Some system leadership roles are undertaken by those with formal designations that are identified              

against strict criteria such as National Leaders of Education, Teaching Schools or Teaching Support              
Schools. They are often brokered by the Diocese or by the strong reputation of schools. 

● In addition to working beyond their own institutions system leaders often help shape national thinking,               
policy and practice  

 
 
 
School to school support comes in many forms:  
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● Schools benefiting include those judged ‘inadequate’ and ‘requires improvement’ and those lacking in             
leadership capacity/specific expertise 

● Operates on a continuum – from relatively light touch to Multi Academy Trust sponsorship              
arrangements 

● Funded through various sources/contracts including the school and fund from a government grant. 
● Focus always on impact 
 
National Support School and National Leader of Education 

● National leaders of education (NLEs) are strong school leaders, who have experience of effectively              
supporting schools in challenging circumstances. NLEs work alongside teaching schools and other            
system leaders to provide high quality support to those who need it most. 

● This brings with it a small amount of money but access to greater amount if the NLE is designated to a                     
school.  

● I have been asked by the Diocese to support a Catholic school in Newcastle which has recently                 
been placed into category 4 (Special Measures). I have been asked to support for two days a                 
week. As well as this Senior leaders within our school will also support. A government grant is                 
available to pay for my release time and to support our school developing sustainable systems so                
our pupils do not lose out. 

This money will pay for St Aloysius to create systems to enable my release these will include: 
● Creating additional leadership posts within the structure  
● Employing additional teacher hours to release our Senior Leaders to back fill some of the roles I do 
● Creating additional admin hours to ensure the smooth running of the school. 

 
Both schools benefit, even when one starts out as the higher-performing partner. Benefits can include: 

● Leadership development 
● Staff retention 
● New ideas for schemes of work 
● More systematic and effective professional development 

Great system support is … 
● Optimistic, enthusiastic and curious – belief in people (even those in difficulties) 
● Commitment to social justice, equity and excellence 
● Respect and empathy for others  
● Resilient – tireless energy  
● Persistent – in pursuit of excellence, putting pupils first  
● Drive and determination – ambitious  
● Courage, conviction and integrity 
● Vigilant and visible – ‘only the best will do’ 
● Humility plus professional will (fierce resolve) 

Why schools haven’t always developed effective partnerships ? 
● Old world of competition and isolation 
● Concentration on in-school students without distraction 
● Initiative overload 
● Competing agendas 
● Closed mindsets/ Fear of judgement 
● Fear of losing highly effective leaders 
● Impact upon own school 
● Cost! 
● Because it’s challenging 
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The advantages to St Aloysius schools’ pupils being a key player in a future school to school support system                   
are numerous. I believe it is vital that we place our school at the future of educational development. We now                    
have a fantastic reputation. I am deeply committed to the long term development of St Aloysius. It is a source                    
of great pride of mine the exciting journey that we have been on over the last few years. The future is bright                      
for us but is important that we are outward looking, making a difference to as many children’s lives as                   
possible. The challenge of us is not the support, but the way we develop our systems to cope with the                    
increased demands on us. We have the staff who can do it, it’s a really exciting time ahead.  
 
Our current outward looking work: 

a. Developing teachers in school through Carmel Teacher Training partnership  
Impact - Highest Quality Professional Development opportunities 

b. Head Teacher Advisory Work on behalf of Newcastle LA 
Impact - High quality ideas brought back to St Aloysius from grade 1 schools 

c. National Support School Annual Grant 
Impact - ability to build sustainable systems 

d. National Leader of Education Advisory Work 
Impact - the ability to support a vulnerable school and children 

 
6.  National Teaching School Status 

● Over the coming weeks I am applying for our school to be National Teaching School.  
● Teaching schools are strong schools led by strong leaders that work with others to provide               

high-quality training, development and support to new and experienced school staff. 
 
To apply, you will need to: 

● be judged to be an outstanding serving headteacher with at least 3 years’ headship experience 
● provide evidence of successful partnerships 
● show excellent leadership with a proven track record of school improvement 
● have a leadership team with the capacity to lead the core areas of the teaching school role 

 
As a teaching school, you will identify, develop and coordinate expertise for the benefit of pupils across a                  
network of schools, resulting in: 

● better results for pupils 
● fewer poorly performing schools 
● more good and outstanding schools 
● a self-improving and sustainable system 

 
There are 6 core areas of responsibility for teaching schools. 

● 1. School-led initial teacher training 
● 2. Continuing professional development 
● 3. Supporting other schools 
● 4. Identifying and developing leadership potential 
● 5. Specialist leaders of education 
● 6. Research and development 

 
Funding 
Teaching schools currently receive an annual grant known as core funding. This is paid directly to your school.                  
It will enable you to build the leadership and administrative capacity to lead your alliance. Annual core grant                  
funding will, in general, decrease each year, which reflects the expectation that alliances, as they mature,                
become sustainable. 
 
Exciting times! But I reassure you we’ll remain focused upon the pupils of St Aloysius and build strong                  
systems so our schools continues to thrive. 
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7. The school’s priorities for improvement:  
In order to further strengthen the quality of teaching we need to develop the consistency of approach between                  
the two schools in the way we teach the curriculum, develop the use of high quality modelling so the children                    
clearly know “what a good one looks like” and continue to develop our topic curriculum so it is as exciting and                     
relevant as possible. 
 

SUMMARY OF MAIN ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN 2016/17 
Action Who Timescale 

Assessment 
Develop our assessment systems further so that they are in line with new KS1 and KS2 nationally                 
agreed assessment procedures. We will use the new National Curriculum Performance Criteria. 
Disadvantaged Pupils Focus 
Ensure that we eliminate the gap in performance to any pupil identified as disadvantaged.              
Guarantee all disadvantaged pupils have access to a vibrant and exciting academic curriculum and              
wider school experience.  
Curriculum 
1.Further develop our topics (History/ Geography/ Science) so that high quality English and Maths              
skills are applied rigorously across all subject areas in all year groups.  
2. Continue to develop themed weeks to enable Art and Design Technology, Geography and PE to                
be celebrated and taught highly effectively. We will suspend the curriculum for three weeks over               
the academic year (one per term) and plan highly stimulating activities which plan for progression               
and challenge pupils to achieve highly in these subjects. 

● In our PE week will will teach a range of Health Related activities including Personal               
Relationship Education and also give our children a range of new experiences and             
activities.  

3. Develop ICT curriculum so that pupils become increasingly computer literate and understand             
fully the challenges, dangers and exciting developments of new technologies. 
 
EYFS 

● Continue to develop the challenge curriculum so that our children are regularly taught the              
essentials of learning at the earliest age (early writing/ reading and calculation). 

● Develop our outside spaces so that they provide exciting, stimulating and useful spaces             
for learning (Outside prayer space, quiet area, Secret Wild Garden, EYFS field and yard) 

Maths 
Develop our teaching approach to practical maths to develop fluency, reasoning and application             
across all areas. This will support pupils ability to move from the abstract concepts to concrete                
understanding of all aspects of mathematical curriculum.   
English 
Develop the spelling curriculum so that strategies are taught sequentially, applied across all             
curriculum areas and monitored rigorously. 
PE and Sport 
Further develop our sports curriculum by integrating fifteen minutes of aerobic exercise per day per               
class into every school day. This will be alongside the timetabled PE and extra curricular activity                
slots. 
 

 
KF/ DD 

 
CG 

 
 
 
KF/ DD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

JD 
 
 
 

 
 

DD 
 

 
 

KF 
 

 
AMW 

 
Start current 
term and then 
throughout 

2016/17 
 

 
On going 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On going 
 
 
 
 

 
Start current 
term and then 
throughout 

2016/17 
 

 
 

From Sept 
2016 

 
 
8. REVIEW OF BUDGET CARRY FORWARDS 
The school budget is healthy and regularly we carry forward approximately £10,000+, which is used to set the 
following year’s budget. This is a small proportion of our budget which is approximately £1,700,000 in total.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXTERNAL SUPPORT in 
2015-16 AND IDENTIFICATION OF SUPPORT NEEDS FOR 2016-17 
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Training and developmental needs for the 
coming year 

Ways of meeting the agreed needs 

Training and Development Needs  
 
The leadership team will continue to 
participate in LA and external training 
which is relevant to the school’s 
development needs.  
 
 
 
 

▪ Ensure all senior and middle leaders access       
professional development which is relevant to      
their individual needs 

▪ Provide opportunities for all leaders to      
participate in monitoring activities as detailed      
in the school’s monitoring plan 

▪ Check to see that all leaders are being        
proactive in terms of developing their      
leadership of their areas of responsibility. 

 
10. Other school news: 
Children in Need 
Last Friday was Children in Need day and children came dressed in a variety of outfits from superheroes to                   
their heroes. Please take the time to look at our website, I’m sure you will agree they look fantastic. The                    
vision for Children in Need is to work together to ensure every child in the UK has a safe, happy childhood                     
which allows them to fulfil their potential.  Our school played a small part in helping them in their mission.  
 
Winter Fayre 
Three weeks ago we had our third Winter Fayre and it was a fantastic event. It raised over £2,800 for PTFA                     
funds. It was extremely well supported by the school and parish community. Thank you to all who helped to                   
make it a wonderful success. The PTFA have recently agreed to donate £6,000 to the school to support the                   
purchase of the new school minibus  Thank you PTFA. 
 
Website, Facebook and Twitter 
We have a fantastic school website, Facebook and Twitter page. All are regularly updated and show the many                  
exciting things which are taking place. The website is also regularly updated with our recent letters and dates                  
for your diary.  It also has useful pages for helping your child at home. Please check it out! 
 
We could not achieve what we do to an outstanding level without the loyal and generous support over the                   
past few years from pupils, parents, staff, governors and our wider community. We are grateful to all and                  
very proud to serve the community of Hebburn and determined to continue improving. 
 
 

Nick Conway 
(written on) November 18th 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates for the diary – all welcome, please contact the office 
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We have a few school events coming up over the next few weeks. These are wonderful opportunities to come into                    
school and participate with our school community. 
 
School Improvement Partner Visit Wed 7 Dec 8am Junior School 
 
Whole School Christmas Lunch Wed 7 Dec 12pm Infant School 
 

All Infants 
 
Nursery Christmas Liturgies Wed 14 Dec 10.45 am Mrs McDermott  
(Infant School Hall) Fri 16 Dec 10.45 pm Mrs Smissen  
 
Reception Class Christmas Liturgies Wed 14 Dec 9.30 am Miss Doughty 
(Infant School Hall) Wed 14 Dec 2.00 pm Miss Welsh 
 
Y1 Class Christmas Liturgies Thurs 15 Dec 9.30 am Miss Fawcett 
(Infant School Hall) Thurs 15 Dec 2.00 pm Mrs Cockburn 
 
Year 2 Group Christmas Liturgies Fri 16 Dec 9.30 am Mrs Guy 
(Infant School Hall) Fri 16 Dec 2.00 pm Mrs James/ Mrs Balfour 
 
Year 5/6 Candlelight Carol Service Mon 19 Dec  4.30 pm Church.  
Year 3/4 Candlelight Carol Service Tues 20 Dec  4.30 pm Church.  
 
 
End of Year School Christmas Liturgy Wed 21 Dec  9.15am Junior hall 
St Aloysius has Talent Wed 21 Dec 10.30am Junior hall 
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